Pack smarter, travel better

Compressible, easy to access, and dividable, Peak Design Packing Cubes are unmatched. A tear-away zipper lets you access contents instantly. An internal divider separates two packing volumes, keeping clean and dirty clothes isolated. And, an expansion/compression zip doubles available space or compresses clothes.

more info: pkdsn.com/packingcube

Cubes

Peak Design Cubes are designed to fit perfectly in Peak Design Travel Bags. This Small cube takes up 1 unit of space when expanded.

cubes

Main opening to clean side

dirty side accessible via back zip

compare bags, cubes
pkdsn.com/pack

flexible internal divider separates clean/dirty clothes, adapting as your trip progresses

expansion/compression zip provides additional space, plus ability to compress to half size

max capacity: 7 liters
weight: 4 oz

1 unit size

Peak Design Cubes: designed in san francisco
made in vietnam
peakdesign.com
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